㧔㧕ᶏᏒ
ⅣႺోࠍᒝޔᶏߩᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷࠍଦㅴߔࠆ
ᶏᏒੱ᳃ᐭ⒁ᦠ㐳 ዣᒄ
ᶏߪ⚻ᷣਛᔃㇺᏒߢ⚻ޔᷣ✚㊂߇ᄢ߈ߊ⊒ޔዷࠬࡇ࠼߇ㅦߊੱޔญኒᐲ߇㜞৻ᣇޔㇺᏒ㕙Ⓧ
߇⁜ߊޔⅣႺኈ㊂߇㒢ࠄࠇߡߡ⚻ޔᷣߩ⊒ዷ߮ᱧผ⊛ߦᧂ⸃ߥ㗴ߦࠃࠅޔⅣႺߦ߹ߔ߹ߔᄢ
߈ߥࡊ࠶ࠪࡖࠍ߆ߌߡࠆޕᓥߞߡޔᶏߪޔ᭴ㅧ㈩⟎߇วℂ⊛ߢ⾗ޔḮ߇ലߦ↪ߐࠇޔ
ੱߣ⥄ὼ߇⺞⦟ߊሽߔࠆᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷߩࠍᱠߒ߆ߥޕ2010 ᐕਁඳࠍ㐿ߒ࠹ޔߚ߹ޔ
ࡑߢࠆࠍޠࡈࠗ࠲ࡌޔࠖ࠹ࠪ࠲ࡌޟታ〣ߔࠆߚߦ߽⾗ޔḮࠍ▵⚂ߒޔⅣႺߦ߿ߐߒⴝߠ
ߊࠅߩ㊀ⷐᕈߣ✕ㄼᕈ߇৻ጀᒝࠄࠇߡࠆޕ
㧝㧚ㄭᐕޔᶏߪᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷᚢ⇛ࠍᔀᐩߔࠆߚޔᳪᨴឃᷫࠍᩭᔃߣߒޔⅣႺో 3 ࡨᐕⴕ
േ⸘↹ࠍ⿷ដࠅߦߒ⚻ޔᷣⅣႺ߇⺞ߒߡ⊒ዷߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ޔขࠅ⚵ࠎߢ߈ߚޕએਅߪߘߩౝኈߢ
ࠆޕ
z

↥ᬺ᭴ㅧ㈩⟎ߩ⺞ᢛࠍᒝൻߒ⚻ޔᷣ⊒ዷᣇᑼߩォ឵ࠍㅙᰴផߒㅴࠆޕ

z

ⅣႺᓇ㗀⹏ଔߣ✚㊂ࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ࠍᒝൻߒޔḮ߆ࠄ⚻ᷣߣⅣႺߩ⺞ࠍଦㅴߔࠆޕ

z

ⅣႺࠗࡦࡈᑪ⸳ࠍㅢߓ⚻ᷣ⊛߆ߟലߦᳪᨴࠍᷫߔࠆޕ

z

ⅣႺోߩߣࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓࠍᡷ㕟ߒޔ
ⴕޟ߇ਥዉో␠ળ߇หផㅴ߁ߣޠⅣႺ▤ℂ
ߩ᭴▽ߦദࠆޕ

㧞㧚ᓟᢙᐕޔᶏߪ 2010 ᐕਁඳߩ㐿ࠍᄾᯏߣߒ⾗ޔḮ▵⚂ဳޔⅣႺߦ߿ߐߒⴝߠߊࠅࠍടㅦ
ߐߖޔᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷߩࡌ࡞ࠍߐࠄߦะߐߖࠃ߁ߣߒߡࠆߦߚߩߘޕએਅߩߎߣߦขࠅ⚵ࠎ
ߢࠆޕ
z

⋭ࠛࡀឃᷫࠍ⓭⎕ญߣߒޔⅣႺోࠍ߽ߞߡ⚻ᷣ⊒ዷߩఝ⦟ൻࠍ࿑ࠆޕ

z

ⅣႺో 3 ࡨᐕⴕേ⸘↹ࠍ⿷߇߆ࠅߦޔㇺᏒߩ↢ᘒ♽ⅣႺߩຠ⾰ࠍߐࠄߦᡷༀߔࠆޕ

z

࿖ኅⅣႺోࡕ࠺࡞ࠪ࠹ࠖߩᑪ⸳ࠍᄾᯏߦޔⅣႺߦ߿ߐߒ↢↥ߣ↢ᵴ᭽ᑼߩᒻᚑࠍផߒㅴࠆޕ
ߎߎᢙᐕޔᶏߪ⚻ᷣ␠ળߣⅣႺోߩද⺞ߒߚ⊒ዷߩߚߥ⋉ޔᮨ⚝ࠍߒߡ߈ߚߩߎޕᐲߩ╙

8 ࿁ࠕࠫࠕᄥᐔᵗㇺᏒࠨࡒ࠶࠻ࠍㅢߓઁޔㇺᏒߩ⾆㊀ߥ⚻㛎ࠍෳ⠨ߦޔᶏߩᜬ⛯น⢻ߥ⊒ዷ᳓Ḱࠍ
ᦝߦะߐߖ⚻ޔᷣ߇ࠃࠅ❥ᩕߒ␠ޔળ߇ࠃࠅ⺞ߒ↢ޔᘒⅣႺ߇ࠃࠅ߿ߐߒㄭઍൻ࿖㓙ᄢㇺᏒࠍ
⇇ߦߖࠃ߁ߣദജߒߡߊޕ
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㧔㧕࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢᏒ
࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢᏒ⚫
࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢᏒ㐳 ࠕࠢࠨࡦ࠳࠭ࡉ࠷ࠠ
1991 ᐕ 9  20 ᣣߦㅪ㇌ᄢ⛔㗔ߦࠃߞߡᄖ࿖ੱߦ㐿ߐࠇߡએ᧪ࠢ࠻ࠬࠝࠫ࠙ޔᏒߪࠕࠫࠕ
ᄥᐔᵗၞߣߩᵹߦദߩߎޔၞߩᄙߊߩㇺᏒߣᅢ㑐ଥࠍ⚿ࠎߢ߈ߚޕޔኻᄖ⚻ᷣ⾏ᤃߩ
ߟߥ߇ࠅࠍᒝൻߔࠆߎߣߦജࠍࠇߡࠆޕ
ࡠࠪࠕߩࡔ࠼ࡌࠫࠚࡈᄢ⛔㗔ߣࡊ࠴ࡦ㚂⋧ߪߩࠕࠪࡠޔᭂ᧲ߦ㜞⍮⢻ဳᛛⴚࡦ࠲ࠍᑪ⸳ߒ
ߚޕ᧲ߩࠕࠪࡠޔㇱߢᣂߚߥઍൻᢥ␠ળࠍᑪ⸳ߔࠆភ⟎ࠍᬌ⸛ߒߡࠆߪࠢ࠻ࠬࠝࠫ࠙ޕ
㕖Ᏹߦ⧯ⴝߛ߇߽ߢࠕࠪࡠޔᢙߥ⍴ᦼ㑆ߢᄌ㕟ࠍㆀߍߚⴝߢ߽ࠆޕ
࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢᏒߪޔℂ⊛ߥࠕ࠼ࡃࡦ࠹ࠫ߇ࠆࠕࠫࠕޕᄥᐔᵗၞߣࡠࠪࠕᧄࠍߟߥߋਛ
⛮ὐߢޔ2010 ᐕߩ 7  2 ᣣߦᚒ߇ᏒߪᏒ 150 ᐕߩ⸥ᔨࠗࡌࡦ࠻ࠍⴕ߁੍ቯߛޕ
2007 ᐕޟߪࠕࠪࡠޔᭂ᧲ࠩࡃࠗࠞ࡞ၞ㐳ᦼ⊒ዷࡊࡠࠣࡓࠍޠᛚߒߡޔ࿖߇ߎߩၞߩㅢޔ
ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡߥߤߩࠗࡦࡈߩᛩ⾗ࠍ⽶ᜂߔࠆߎߣࠍߚߣࠇߎޕหᤨߦޔ
ࠕࠫࠕޟᄥᐔᵗၞߦ߅ߌ
ࠆ࿖㓙දജࡦ࠲ߣߒߡߩ࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢᏒ⊒ዷ᩺
㧔2008㨪2012㧕
ޠ
߽࿖ߦᛚߐࠇޔ
2,801 ం 5,600
ਁ࡞ࡉ࡞߇ᛩߐࠇࠆ੍ቯߛࠕࠪࡠߜ߁ߩߘޕㅪ㇌ߩ੍▚ߪ 2,022 ం࡞ࡉ࡞ޔᴪᶏᣇ߆ࠄߪޔ
177 ం࡞ࡉ࡞߇ᛩߐࠇࠆߩߎޕ᩺ߩਥⷐ⋡ᮡߪޔ
z

ઍ⊛ߥⓨ᷼࠲ࡒ࠽࡞ߩᑪ⸳

z

ᄢ㒽ߣፉࠍߟߥߋᯅߩᑪ⸳

z

ᴪᶏᣇߩ〝߮ߘߩઁߩࠗࡦࡈᢛ

z

࡞ࠬࠠፉ㧔ࡠࠪࠕፉ㧕ߩࠗࡦࡈᢛޕAPEC ߩߚߩ 7,000 ੱኈน⢻ߩળ⼏ࡦ࠲ߩ
ᑪ⸳ߥߤ
ߎߩ⸘↹ߩታⴕࠍ⸽ߔࠆߚߦ৻╙ࡈࡠࡢࡘࠪߩࠕࠪࡠޔ✚ℂࠍᆔຬ㐳ߣߔࠆ⚵❱ᆔຬળࠍ⸳

┙ߒߚޕᓐߪหᤨߦᭂ᧲ࠩࡃࠗࠞ࡞ၞ␠ળ⚻ᷣ⊒ዷᆔຬળߩਥᏨߢ߽ࠆޕޔᚒߥߣߚ߹ߪޘ
࠴ࡖࡦࠬࠍㄫ߃ߡࠆޕᭂ᧲ࡠࠪࠕ⚻ᷣࠍ‧ᒁߔࠆၞࠍߟߊࠅߍࠆ࠴ࡖࡦࠬߛޕ
2012 ᐕߦ APEC ࠨࡒ࠶࠻߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆߎߣ߇ቯߒߚޕAPEC ߪ࠙ࠫࠝࠬ࠻ࠢ߇ࠕࠫࠕᄥᐔᵗ
ၞߩࡄ࠻࠽ߣදജࠍᄢߔࠆ⛘ᅢߩ࠴ࡖࡦࠬߦߥࠆߣࡊ࠴ࡦ㚂⋧ߪᜰ៰ߒߚޕᚒߎߡߞߣߦޘ
ࠇߪනߥࠆᄢဳߥࠗࡌࡦ࠻ߢߪߥߊࠍ࠻ࡦࡌࠗߩߎޔ↪ߒߡޔᚒ߇Ꮢࠍᄢဳ߆ߟ⍮ᐲߩ㜞࿖㓙
දജࡦ࠲ߦߒߡߊߟ߽ࠅߛޕ
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Vladivostok is the city
of European culture in
the Far East.
Today Vladivostok is
the only large
European city on the
Asian coast of the
Pacific Ocean.
Due to its unique
geographical position
Vladivostok is meant
to be a place that
brings various
cultures together.
This is our historical
mission.
Igor Pushkaryov,
Pushkaryov,
Mayor of Vladivostok

VLADIVOSTOK

We are prepared to complete very ambitious
international projects and to start reliable mutually
advantageous cooperation at all the levels and in
various forms. This is of special importance in the light
of future APEC Summit planned to be hosted in
Vladivostok in 2012.
Oleg Safonov,
Safonov,
President’
President’s plenipotentiary in the Far East federal district

Vladivostok is located on the same
latitude as Nice and Cannes, at the
intersection of multiple sea routes,
and we are going to turn the city
into a true international business
center.
Dmitry Medvedev,
Medvedev, President of the
Russian Federation

We’
We’ve got a chance to make Russia’
Russia’s
Far East not only one of the most
prospering regions of Russia but also
an accelerator for future economical
development of the Asian Pacific
region as a whole.
Vladimir Putin,
Putin, PrimePrime-Minister of the
Russian Federation

On this 16th and 22nd days of
February His Majesty Emperor of
Russia gave his highest order to
transfer the main port with marine
establishments from the city of
Nikolaevsk to Vladivostok.
An abstract from the order of Grand
Prince Konstantin Romanov dated
February 25, 1871

The comparative study of population dynamics in
Europe and Asia shows that in the nearest future
the center for the population growth will transfer to
the Asian Pacific region.

Subprogram: Developing Vladivostok as an Asian
Pacific International Cooperation Center in 200820082012 (284 bn.
bn. 156 mln.
mln. rubles)
Federal budget

202.2 bn.
bn. rubles

Primorsky region’
region’s budget

17.
17.7 bn.
bn. rubles

OffOff-budget sources

64 bn.
bn. rubles

ɋɟɪɝɟɣ Ʉɚɩɢɰɚ,
Ʉɚɩɢɰɚ, ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɤ,
ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɤ, ɩɪɟɡɢɞɟɧɬ ȿɜɪɚɡɢɣɫɤɨɝɨ
ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ,
ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ, ɱɥɟɧ ȿɜɪɨɩɟɣɫɤɨɣ ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɢ ɧɚɭɤ,
ɧɚɭɤ,
ɱɥɟɧ Ɋɢɦɫɤɨɝɨ ɤɥɭɛɚ,
ɤɥɭɛɚ, Ɇɚɧɱɟɫɬɟɪɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɢ
ɮɢɥɨɫɨɮɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ.
ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ. Ʌɚɭɪɟɚɬ ɩɪɟɦɢɢ Ʉɚɥɢɧɝɢ
(ɘɇȿɋɄɈ).
ɘɇȿɋɄɈ).

Main objects of the subprogram Developing
Vladivostok as an Asian Pacific International
Cooperation Center in 20082008-2012:
2012:
 reconstructing and upgrading Knevichi airport;
 constructing bridges connecting island and land parts of the city
city as well
as MuravievMuraviev-Amurski peninsula where Vladivostok is located with the
opposite coast of the Ussury Bay;
 developing road infrastructure of Primorsky region;
 developing APEC Forum infrastructure on Russky island including
conference hall with a capacity of 7,000 people, 3,4 and 5 star hotels and
multimulti-purpose medical center. ;
 Constructing waste treatment facilities;
 Cleaning water areas of the Amur and the Ussury Bays.
Bays.
 Ʉɨɦɩɥɟɤɫ ɨɱɢɫɬɤɢ ɩɪɢɥɟɝɚɸɳɢɯ ɤ ȼɥɚɞɢɜɨɫɬɨɤɭ ɦɨɪɫɤɢɯ ɡɚɥɢɜɨɜ.
ɡɚɥɢɜɨɜ.
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Hosting
APEC Summit
Hosting APEC
Summit in Vladivostok does
does not mean huge
eexpenses
xpenses onl
only.
y. After the Summit Primorie
Primorie’’s capi
capital
tal may
may
rec
eive huge benefits
be nefits too,
be cause event of s
such
receive
too, because
uch aa scale is
is
ssure
ure to
to attract
attra ct large businesses to the
the region.
region.
Sergei Lavrov ,
Russia n Fed
Russian
Federation
eration Minister
Minister for Fo
Foreign
reign Affairs

We will use APEC Forum’
Forum’s events to boost the development of
Vladivostok as a key city of the region.
Igor Shuvalov,
Shuvalov, First Deputy Chair of the Russian Federation
Government

It is our priority to construct objects of
high technological standards to ensure
long term ecological wellwell-being of
Vladivostok.
Igor Pushkaryov,
Pushkaryov,
Mayor of Vladivostok

Com munity and business
area (254 hectare s)

Sum mit’s business center
(1 50 hectar es)

Territor y in res erve (450
h ectare s) (g ambling zone)

Co mmunal zone
(85 hectar es)

Far East Federal University is to become not only an institution of higher
education but also a kind of dominating intellectual establishment
establishment of the
region. A center of attraction.
attraction. An engine for Russia’
Russia’s Far East development. It
will become one of the most prominent educational and scientific centers both
in Asian Pacific and in the whole world.
Vladimir Putin,
Putin, PrimePrime-Minister of the Russian Federation

After ChitaChita-Khabarovsk highway is completed, the
world’
world’s longest motorway with the total length of 10
thousand kilometers will come into operation. It will link
Vladivostok to Moscow and Europe.
Alexander Zhukov, Deputy Chair of the Russian Federation
Government.

An outline of town-planning concept of Pacific
Scientific and Educational Center on Sapyornyi
peninsula (Russky island)

Vladivostok will become one of the firm
links connecting Europe and Asia.
Shiokawa Masajuro,
Masajuro,
ExEx-minister of Finance of Japan

Vladivostok's sister cities

Vladivostok’
Vladivostok’s investment projects

 Sister Cities Park
 International Exhibition Center
 Consuls’
Consuls’ Street
 ɇɨɜɵɣ ɠɢɥɨɣ ɦɢɤɪɨɪɚɣɨɧ
 Ɉɛɴɟɤɬɵ ɫɨɰɢɚɥɧɨɫɨɰɢɚɥɧɨ-ɤɭɥɶɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɢ
ɫɩɨɪɬɢɜɧɨɝɨ ɧɚɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ










Dalian (People’
(People’s Republic of China)
Niigata (Japan)
Akita (Japan)
Hakodate (Japan)
Pusan (Korea)
Juneau (USA)
Tacoma (USA)
San Diego (USA)
Niigata
Akita

San Diego

Hakodate

Tacoma
Juneau

I liked the city immensely. I will take good impressions of the city back
with me.
Mikhael Kantzler,
Kantzler, Consul General of Germany in Novosibirsk city.
I feel very optimistic about the completion of the joint projects.
projects. And I am sure
our collaboration will be fruitful and mutually advantageous.
Thomas Armbruster,
Armbruster, Consul General of the USA in Vladivostok
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Dalian

Pusan

ɋ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɦ ɫɟɪɞɰɟɦ
ȼɥɚɞɢɜɨɫɬɨɤ ɨɠɢɞɚɟɬ
ɜ ɝɨɫɬɢ ɜɫɟɯ ɧɚɲɢɯ ɩɚɪɬɧɺɪɨɜ
ɢ ɞɪɭɡɟɣ.
ɞɪɭɡɟɣ.

